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1 INTRODUCTION 

Supersonic spatial flows which are conical, in the sense first introduced 
by l3usemsnn', have attract& the interest of many theoreticians in their quest 
for exact solutions of the inviscid equations of motion. In such flows the 
velocity end. the properties of state, pressure, temperature and density, are 
constant along rays through one singular point. Taylor and Xlaccol12 produced 
the well tiown exact solution for the flow about a CF.-cular cone at zero 
mcidcnce. However, attempts to solve more general problems have not been SO 
successful. 

In particular the flow over the expansion surface of a plane delta wing 
with s 

E 
personic 
,7, 

leading edges has been studied by Maslen 
and more recently by BabaevS. 

3, Fowell4, Royn3, 
Bulakh In this problem doubts arise about the 
existence of a continuous solution, but no calculations have yet been made of 
the form of shock wave that it may be necessary to introduce into the mathemat- 
lcsl model of the flow field. 

499 There is a limited amount of experimental evidence to indicate the 
presence of a shock wave in flow fields related to this example. However, there 
1s a need for more direct ex erimcntsl observaticns. The conical shadowgraph, 
as first introduced by Love 18 , offers an attractive technique for observing 
conical shook systems. 

This Note presents results obtained by use of an adaptation of Love's 
technique to the examination of flow fields about conical bodies where shock 
waves are present, The technique has also been applied to the detailed examina- 
tmn of the flow in the vicinity of the separation occurring at the leading edge 
of a rhombic cone at incidence. Surface oil flow studies *ere also made to 
assist in the interpretation of the shadowgraph photographs. 

The experiments were made in the R.A.E. No.8 (9 in. x 9 in.) supersonic 
wind tunnel during the latter part of 1962. 

2 DETAILS m THE Ol?CICJJ SYSTEM CiPLOyED 

Love' first demonstrated experimentally that the conventional shadowgraph 
system, which uses a parallel light beam, could be adapted to exemine conical 
flow fields if a conical light bcamwas used. This conical light beam must have 
its source or focal point at the singular point of the conical flow. In his 
expcrunents on full span models this light beam was provided by a small bulb at 
the apex of the model. Homovcr, in cur present experiments the disturbance 
produced by such an installation could not be tolerated. Fortunately the 
windows of the No.8 (9 in. x 9 in.) supersonic tunnel extend upstream of the 
working section for a considerable distance; it was therefore possible to proJect 
a light into the tunnel from outside. 

This light was provided by a 90 watt compact source mercury vapour lamp 
(Philips Electrical Ltd type CSYOW). 1. lens was used to form an image of the 
arc on a pm hole l/l6 in. diameter. A further lens was used to focus sn image 
of the pz.n hole at the apex of the model producing a conical beam of about 60 
solid angle. The divergent conical beambeyond this focal point was reflected 
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by a plane rmrror within the tunnel onto a viewing screen or photographic plate 
placed Just outside the tunnel window. The mirror was back silvered since 
abrasion due to dust particles in the tunnel airstrean prohibited the USC of the 
otherwise more desirable front silvered type. The mirror was mounted on the 
traverse gear fitted to the tunnel so that its position and inclination could 

be adJusted. The direction snd position of the conical light beam could also 
be varied so that it was possible to cover a considerable area of the flow field. 
A sketch showing the arrangement of the system is given in Fig.1. 

By enalog~ with the conventional shadowgraph system it is readily apparent 
that changes in intensity of illumination will be produced by variations in 
density of the air in the light path. These changes will be proportional to 
both the length of path traversed and the second derivative of the dcnsaty in a 
direction normal to the divergent light rays. IL conuxl shock, with its origin 
at the focal point of the light beam, is a region having high curvature in the 
density field normal to the light rays and is therefore readily visible on the 
viewing screen. It appears as a dark band followed by a light one. 

Conlcel vortex sheets or shear layers, are similarly made visible by this 
method since, in general, they correspond to regions of high curvature 111 the 
density field. The image on the screen may take many forms since the density 
changes across such layers are quite complex, arising, as they often do, from 
the confluence of two boundary layers of quite different energy levels. 

In order to assist in the interpretation of the shadowgraph photographs, 
Fig.2 has been included. This gives typical exsmples of dnsity variations 
encountered and the images they produce on the shadowgraph. 

In the experunentsl set up care had to be exercised to climinatc spurious 
images produced by trailing edge shock systems and the model wake. These images 
could readily be suppressedby suitably inclining the mirror so that the light 
rays did not coincide with these regions of high curvature in density for any 
considerable distance. 

3 DISCUSSION OF SO>E iXFEl?Ji:lENT& RESULTS OBTUNED 

3.1 Study of the flow over a conical plane oxpansaon surface 

A small scale version of the model used in Ref.9 was used for this 
investigation. Fig.3 gives a sketch of the model end the arrangement of the 
conical light beam used, the beam being focussed alsiist* at the apex of the 
rear facing trisngulsr surface. 

At a free stream ZJach number of 1.51 and mth the model at zero incidence 
i.c. with surfaces s , and 3 2 stream-wise, the ridges formed by the Junction of 

these surfaces with deflected surface s3 arc at the Mach angle to the free stream. 

d surface oil flow pattern obtained under these conditions is shown in 
Fig& The oil flow clearly indicates a line along which the flow separates; 

*The oil flow pattern shows the separation line to be curved and it was found 
ncoessery to focus tne light beam slightly ahead and to one side of the apex of 
the triangular surface to cbtaln a more clearly defined picture. 
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and a study was made with the ccnnlcsl shadowgraph of the flow field m this 
vicinity. h mcsax of the photographs obtained is included in Flg.4. A shock 
wave 1s clearly seen which appears to be bifurcated a little way above the 
surface. The absence of detail m the flow near the surface 1s probably 
a consequence of the curvature of the separation line. However, the phctc- 
graphs obtained appear to conform the assumed flow model given m Fig.& which 
has been reproduced from Ref.9. 

3.2 Flow III the vicinity of the leaduxg edge of a thin delta w5ng 

Figs.5 and 6 give examples of the oil flow and shadowgraph photographs 
obtained for thin delta wings at mcldence. 

Flg.5 1.5 an example cbtalned using a mcdelw~th a subscnlc component of 
Mach number normal to the leading edge and an lncldencc of 8'. The free stream 
Mach number was 1.5 and the wuz slenderness ratlo. L.C. 
tangent of wing s&n-apex angle- & 

tangent of Mach angle 0 e. was 0.70. The shear layer bcundlng the 

leading edge separation is clearly seen UI the shadowgraph pxture. The defini- 
tlcn detcrlcrates as the &stance from the leadlng edge decreases, and no clear 
uu3icaticn of the reattachment pclnt 1s vxible. The loss zn definitlcn IS 
probably a result of instabillty of the inltxtlly lsminar shear layer which has 
&generated lntc a thicker turbulent rmxlng layer. 

Pig.6 gives an example of the flow ever the upper wing surface, where the 
component of Mach number normal to the leading edge 1s supersonic. The free 
streami%ach number in this case was 2.47 and the lncldence was 3’. The shock 
wave angle on the lower surface appeared to agree well with that calculated 
from sxnple sweepback theory. On the upper surface, however, which should be 
approximately streamwlse, a relatively strong curved shock wave was visible. 
The oil flow indicated that flow separtlcn occurred on the upper surface, but 
It was too far lnbcard to be within the range of the conical light beam. 

3.3 Study of the flow field of a rhcmbxc cone 

Flg.7 gives the results of the study of a rhcmbxc ccne at a ivIach number 
of 2.47 and an lncldence of 14O. The mcdel was derlvcd from a series tested by 
Squire". At this Xach number the floinr is ccnlcally subsanlc at the leading 
edge and the bow wave from the model apex was therefore detached:. 

Fig.7 shows a se&Ion of the model on whxh has been superposed ccnrcal 
shadowgraphs. i&.c shown IS a photograph of the surface oil flow pattern. The 
ccnlcal shadowgraphs show 111. detail the ccmplcx flow structure cccurrlng on the 
upper surface. k leading edge separation ccours and the vortex sheet 1s seen 
to remain close to the surface. The free edge of the sheet appears, from the 
oil flow, to be near the half span station. L secondary separatlcn is clearly 
seen m the shadowgraph. TWO shook waves arc ,a&.~ vlsxble in the phctcgmph. 
Included m Fig.7 is a sketch giving a pcsslble lnterpretatlcn of the flow, this 
being derived from the ccniblncd u~fcrmatlcn prcvlded by the shadcwgraph and the 
011 flew. 

"The detached shock wave could be observed using the present ccnxcal. shadowgraph 
technique, but It is not certain in the field of vzw covered by the photograph 
In l?1g.7. 
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4 FURTHER DEVEMPMENT 

In many wind tunnels the position and size of the observation windows may 
be such that the light beam cannot be directed on to the model, while III others 
the coverage of the wing surface may be restricted. To eliminate this diffi- 
cu1ty, a few experiments have been made using asparklight source, the spark 
being made between two electrodes embedded cn the surface of a model as near to 
the apex as possible. The main problem with this light source appeara to be 
that when the spark fires in the low density air above the surface of the wing 
a volume of luminous gas is formed and this is larger than desirable for the 
very small mcdels used in the expermnts. It is considered, however, that the 
method shows sufficient promise to warrant further experiments with larger 
models, especially in cases where it is not possible to direct a light beam on 
to the model in the way described in this paper. 

5 CONCLUSIOIIS 

The conical shadowgraph, supplemented by oil flow studies, provides a 
valuable tool in the detailed investigation of flow fields at supersonic 
speeds. 

The method has been applied to the study of flows over expansion surfaces 
where theory leads us to suspect the existence of shock waves. In the example 
investigated the form of the shock wave present was clearly visible on the 
shadowgraph. 

The flow in the vicinity of the leading edge of a slender wing was 
examined, and with the present technique the complex structure of shock waves 

and the form of secondary separations could readily be seen. 
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